
ROUND TABLE on Tuesday Afternoon 7/11

The Round table had two parts :
1. -Part One devoted to questions and discussions about Hybrid part of the 

Program. Paul Lecoq Chaired this part.
2. -Part Two (chair Thomas Beyer) was devoted to a free expression of young

colleagues on the theme : « What are you waiting from this workshop and 
from us, How do you see your carreer… »

Many Thanks to Paul, Thomas and all those who have expressed themselves
YL



Thomas Beyer, Vienna Medical University

What do you study ?

-Medical physics (2)

-Medicine

-Physics Engineering (2)

-Electrical Engineering and IT

-Medical Physics and Biophysics

-Physics



Career path and turning points 
(from informal discussions at Coffee Break)

-Couldn’t find a job after MSc, now working in other field 
-PhD studies
-After BSc planning further studies also abroad
-BSc -> MSc -> PhD: benefits from intra educational turning points 
(short-term projects)

“Ultimately in life I wish to do research, which contributes to 
understanding the working of the brain”



What are key points to an academic career ?

-“Perseverance, passion, enthusiasm, altruism; but also good grades, 
Love for teaching”
-Publications and personal network
-“Working”
-Tolerance for failure
-Time management
-“Never give up!”
-Accept responsibilities
-“only study hard”



Business career

-Same as Academic + “social skills”
-Sales and negotiation skills
-“A business career is a harder step as academia because it takes 
harder work”
-Courage to start an own business
-“Education helps open your eyes”
-Professional network 
-Experience
-Personal skills



Rough salary estimate

-Varies strongly with country: 

-300-400€ Graduate engineer

-300 € MSc Physics

-“Human mind is never pleased with its salary and always wants more

-A factor of 2 between received and perceived salary

-Additional income is needed for studying (cf work-life balance)



Is it harder for women to get/reach a position ?

- Yes: 4

- No: 2

- “ I don’t think so, a woman can reach the same things only by 

studying hard”

- “We need to be beware of stereotypes” (cf “Fixed mind set”)



Work Life
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“ I think more people in science have no time for life / family”
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Work life balance



What would you do different?

- Physics -> Economy 

- Power engineering -> Hardware engineering 

- add experience abroad

- work harder

- “I would do the same thing”

- Improve language skills

- Start academic career abroad



“A key difficulty is getting scholarships 
abroad.”



To help expression of everybody a questionnaire was elaborated
(to be collected Wednesday morning):



QUESTIONNAIRE

• The idea of a questionnaire collected the next morning was
apparently very good. Many pages were collected.

• They are displayed below (sorry for bad quatilty of copying!).
• Some students answered with their heart which is a very positive 

point.
• We are not sure all expressions were collected here but there is still

possibility to express yourself by using the Home WEB Page (Menu: 
«1- Give advice & suggestions » on left column) untill end of year in 
http://www.ifmp.eu (Please mention Corfu Questionnaire!)
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Please Rate your Work-life balance


